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CHAIRMAN'S LETTER
J I M M Y  W E B B

C O T T O N  B O A R D  C H A I R M A N
C O T T O N  P R O D U C E R  -  L E A R Y ,  G A

This annual report covers the 2021 calendar and fiscal year for The Cotton Board, the oversight and
administrative arm of the Cotton Research and Promotion Program (the Program). The objectives of
the Program are to strengthen cotton’s competitive position and to maintain and expand domestic
and foreign markets and uses for cotton by developing, funding, and implementing a coordinated
plan of research and promotion. The Cotton Board is responsible for providing strategic leadership
and oversight of the economic resources devoted to the Program. The Board is made up of U.S.
cotton producers and importers of cotton apparel and other cotton products. This diverse group
brings a broad range of industry experience and insight to the Program.

The Cotton Board originally authorized an $86 million budget for Cotton Incorporated in 2021, but
impacts caused by the Covid-19 pandemic prompted both The Cotton Board and Cotton Incorporated
to scale back expenditures during 2020 and led to a reduced budget in 2021.  In June of 2020, when
we normally review our budget for the following year, the economic situation worldwide was still very
uncertain. Significantly decreased travel and meeting costs led to substantially reduced
expenditures, longer-term economic concerns made revenue uncertain, and there was no clear path
forward out of the pandemic. When covid vaccines became available in the winter and spring of 2021,
business travel slowly resumed, and the economic news was much improved. 

Ultimately, the pandemic reduced the Program’s level of expenditures from an anticipated $86-87
million for 2020 and 2021 to approximately $80 million for both years. As I stated in last year’s annual
report, there was no corresponding decline in Program impacts. In the face of significantly reduced
and sometimes curtailed travel, the Research and Promotion Program staff found new ways to do
their jobs, often working from home in the new, virtual world made necessary by covid restrictions
and concerns.  

The Cotton Board continued many of its innovative digital outreach efforts in 2021, including the
“Cotton & Coffee” Zoom series and virtual State Support reports that expanded outreach to
producers that were not familiar with their state’s State Support activities. 

We held the first in-person board meetings in about
18 months in August and December 2021, and it felt
wonderful to meet personally with the members of
The Cotton Board and Cotton Incorporated, all of
whom I consider to be friends. 

(letter continues on next page)



We have a great partnership with Cotton
Incorporated and USDA’s Agricultural Marketing
Service and a positive working relationship with the
National Cotton Council, Cotton Council
International, and other state, regional, and
national cotton organizations. We could not have a
successful program without the coordination and
collaboration among these organizations. 
The cotton industry has always responded well to
adversity. The organizations that serve this
industry are one of the reasons why. I continue to
be very proud of the work accomplished by the
Research and Promotion Program over these last
two years. 

I cannot thank The Cotton Board’s many dedicated
Members and Alternates enough for all they have
taught me and how they have responded over the
past two years. As I said last year, our membership
separates us from the rest of the pack.  The
diversity in our backgrounds, our experiences, and
our perspectives help us move our industry
forward. 

I have been the first two-year Cotton Board
president in over ten years. The normal one-year
term was extended due to the disruption caused by
the pandemic. That extension allowed me to chair
in-person meetings, as well as help provide some
consistency during a very strange couple of years. I
appreciate the confidence placed in me by The
Cotton Board. This has been a great experience. 

Sincerely,

Jimmy Webb
Cotton Board Chairman

Our 2021 Program recommendations again
referenced sustainability, profitability,
contamination, and supply chain transparency as
our top priorities. In addition to the overall level of
economic uncertainty, forced labor concerns within
cotton’s international supply chain will be one of the
more significant factors affecting cotton in 2022 and
2023. The U.S. apparel industry devoted around 30
years to developing predictable and reliable supply
sources in mainland China. With the imposition of
trade restrictions on cotton products sourced from
the Xinjiang region of China, downstream cotton
users must consider shifting those supply chains
and developing more effective controls over them.
Cotton is a difficult commodity to trace from harvest
to the retail shelf. Forced labor issues and
sustainability concerns dictate that we develop
solutions that will lead to a more transparent and
traceable supply chain. 

One way we measure the effectiveness of the
Research & Promotion Program is by conducting a
third-party, peer-reviewed economic evaluation
every five years. The Cotton Board utilizes
independent, well-respected economists to conduct
this review, looking at both short-term and long-
term impacts. The latest of these reports was
completed in 2021. Details of that report are
included elsewhere in this Annual Report, but it was
an excellent report card. This Program is expanding
cotton demand, enhancing industry profitability,
and generating actual returns for producers and
importers for every dollar invested. That is why this
Program exists, to improve demand for cotton and
enhance the profitability of cotton producers and
importers. The report is solid evidence that
producers and importers are getting their money's
worth. 

The Cotton Board maintains a strong collection rate,
positive audit results, strong communication
efforts, and effective reviews of Program activities.
There are exceptional professionals working at
Cotton Incorporated and The Cotton Board. They are
determined to move the industry forward, deliver
our strong sustainability message to consumers and
users of cotton, and regain lost market share from
synthetic fibers. 
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PROGRAM FUNDING
To fund the Cotton Research and Promotion Program, The Cotton Board
collects a per bale assessment on all Upland cotton harvested and ginned in
the U.S., as well as an importer assessment on the cotton content of all
Upland cotton products imported into the U.S.

For the year ending December 31, 2021, The Cotton Board collected $84.3
million in total assessments comprised of $40.1 million in Producer
assessments and $44.2 million in Importer assessments. The average
assessment was $2.72 per bale. The Program’s compliance rate of 99.65%
continues to be among the highest of all commodity research and promotion
programs. Looking forward to 2023 and beyond, The Cotton Board will
continue to set funding levels that are fiscally responsible and fulfill the
Program’s mission of increasing the demand for and profitability of cotton.
For 2023, the funding level has been set at $87 million.
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2021 AUDITED FINANCIALS
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GUIDING THE
PROGRAM

TOP LINE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PROGRAM YEAR 2022
 (Approved March 2021) 

Supply Chain Transparency is a significant priority posing both a demand threat for cotton
in general and an opportunity for US cotton. The Program should evaluate the risks to
cotton posed by forced labor concerns and prioritize the development of supply chain
transparency tools and standards for cotton to protect the fiber’s worldwide reputation
and long-term market share. 

Traceability is also an opportunity for U.S. Cotton and the U.S. Cotton Trust Protocol in
particular that deserves program-wide prioritization. Cotton Incorporated is encouraged to
continue working with the USCTP to enhance U.S. cotton’s traceability through that
program. 

Sustainability should remain a priority. Continue to address sustainability across all
departments of the organization and be a sustainability leader within the cotton industry;
continue to support the US Cotton Trust Protocol as a central component of cotton’s
sustainability story; consider circularity as an opportunity to expand markets for cotton
and establish Cotton Incorporated as a subject matter expert in textile recycling
technology, circular supply chains, and consumer insights.

Support Profitability through innovations and efficiencies across all program areas. Work
to enhance the profitability of cotton production and use throughout the supply chain.
Specific areas of emphasis, such as disease control, cottonseed value, fiber quality,
robotics, and supply chain verification, must have profitability as a signal goal. 

Continue to be active in efforts to mitigate the impact of Contamination in U.S. cotton
through research, education, the evaluation of new technologies, and by continuing to act
as a catalyst to drive industry-wide solutions. 

A primary function of The Cotton Board is strategic direction of the Cotton Research and
Promotion Program. One of the many ways the Board accomplishes this is by developing annual

strategic recommendations for Cotton Incorporated, accompanied by a set budget amount for the
coming year. These recommendations directly impact the direction and prioritization of the

various research and promotion activities developed and implemented on behalf of the Program.
The estimated level of funding for Program Year 2022 was 82 million dollars.
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The COVID-19 pandemic guidelines frequently changed during 2021, and The Cotton
Board staff worked diligently to comply with safety precautions but return to face-to-
face interactions with each other and stakeholders.

In April, staff in the Memphis office adopted a hybrid work model, working from home
three days and the office two days each week. This provided staff with more
opportunities for collaboration and camaraderie. The Regional Communications
Managers (RCMs) and other key staff members also began attending in-person
industry meetings at that time. Staff was asked to follow local health and safety
guidelines while in the office, at meetings, or visiting gins and farms. 

The Cotton Board and its staff were pleased to be able to hold both the August and
December Board Meetings in-person with Cotton Incorporated.  While virtual meetings
proved to be invaluable during the pandemic, face-to-face meetings tend to provide
more occasions for open dialogue and sharing of ideas and experiences. 

Though the year was different than before the pandemic, the staff made great strides
to continue to fulfill the mission and vision of The Cotton Board. 

OPERATIONS

SAUM JOINED THE RCM TEAM
In January of 2021 The Cotton Board  hired Grant Saum as its new Mid-South
Regional Communication Manager (RCM). Saum’s territory includes Arkansas,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, and Tennessee. The Cotton Board’s RCMs
work to ensure that stakeholders of the Cotton Research and Promotion
Program in their respective territories are informed of the activities
stemming from the Program as conducted by Cotton Incorporated and
administered by the Cotton Board. The RCMs visit producers in the field,
speak at industry meetings, participate in trade shows, and coordinate
producer tours of Cotton Incorporated. 

OFFICE MANAGEMENT AND 
BOARD MEETINGS REFLECT A HYBRID APPROACH
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The Cotton Board Importer Support Program
funds textile education workshops on cotton-
related topics led by industry veterans and
subject-matter experts. Only individuals who
work for companies that import cotton and
cotton products are eligible to attend these
workshops. In 2021, there were 48 virtual
workshops and seven in-person.  There were
over 830 attendees representing over 130
companies. Five new workshop topics were
launched in 2021 including Tariff Engineering,
Laser Applications in Textiles, Intro to Digital
Prototyping,  Digital Materials & 3D for
eCommerce, and Lab Dips.

Importer Workshops

IMPORTER
RELATIONS

Funded by The Cotton Board's Importer Support
Program, CottonWorks™ was created to be the
go-to online textile tool for discovering what’s
possible with cotton. CottonWorks.com is home
to hundreds of easily searchable resources,
courses, and videos, making it the go-to textile
tool for cotton professionals and emerging
professionals. In 2021, there were over 247,000
visitors to the site, reflecting a 12% increase in
site visits over 2020. Top actions on the site in
2021 included viewing the Circularity Model,
watching videos, and downloading files from the
FABRICAST™ digital fabrics pages.

CottonWorks™ 

The Cotton Board Importer Support Program
funds a "Cotton in the Curriculum" University
Grant Program to further the understanding and
knowledge about cotton among students
preparing for careers in the apparel and textiles
industry. In 2021, projects were funded at 17
different universities across the United States.
The selected universities developed
comprehensive educational programming
demonstrating a commitment to educating
emerging professionals in cotton design and
product development.

Cotton in the Curriculum
The Cotton Board's Importer Support Committee
funded an “Educate the Educators” event in July
of 2021. This in-person event was designed to
educate a wide variety of university faculty about
cotton's sustainability and to arm them with
facts and materials they could pass along to the
students in their classes. Fourteen professors
traveled to North Carolina to visit a cotton farm
and learn about cotton sustainability. During the
two-day event, the participants actively
discussed practical ways to better educate the
4,000+ students in their classrooms.

Educate the Educators
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COMMUNICATIONS
The Cotton Board is charged with keeping U.S. cotton producers and importers informed about

how their investment is working to increase the demand for and profitability of cotton.

Producer Tours Let's Talk CottonCotton & Coffee

Stakeholder Outreach

Season Two of The Cotton
Board's Cotton & Coffee Zoom
series was launched in 2021. This
series asks the cotton-growing
community to wake up with The
Cotton Board, and in the time it
takes to drink a morning cup of
coffee get an update from the
Cotton Research and Promotion
Program. This is a great way to
see how the assessment dollars
collected by The Cotton Board
are being spent to increase the
demand for, and profitability of,
cotton. Each virtual Zoom session
includes a 30-minute
presentation and concludes with
time for discussion and
questions. Cotton & Coffee was
held each month, on the third
Tuesday morning, starting at
7:30am Central. 

The Producer Tour Program is
one of the best tools The Cotton
Board’s Communications team
has to educate growers about
the work taking place on their
behalf at Cotton Incorporated. 
 While on the tour, producers
hear from each division of Cotton
Incorporated and then take a
guided walking tour of the World
Headquarters research facility.
There was only one tour in 2020
before the pandemic, so staff
was pleased to be able to host
three in-person tours in 2021.
Though the dates were delayed
from the first and second
quarter to the third quarter, the
size of each tour was
significantly reduced, and there
was no opportunity to tour the
spinning mill, the tours were still
considered to be a great success.

In 2021, The Cotton Board
continued the Forever Cotton
producer outreach campaign
with a series of social media
digital bursts. This series focused
on “producer value”  and had a
quick, fun, and informative tone.
The first five bursts in the series
are focused on: 1) The Seal of
Cotton Trademark; 2) Youth
Marketing/Educational Outreach;
3) Cottonseed Research and
Profitability; 4) Ag Research
Funded Projects; and 5) Global
Supply Chain Marketing Efforts.
The series was launched on The
Cotton Board's Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram and YouTube
platforms and was posted on
cottonboard.org. 
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140
Average number of participants on

Cotton & Coffee Zoom Sessions.

134
Total number of producers who

toured Cotton Incorporated.

340
Total number of participants on

State Support Update calls.

13,888
Total number of Cotton Board

Industry Calendars mailed.

135,807
Total number of Cotton Board

Facebook impressions.

3,347
Average number of monthly email

newsletter recipients.

18
Number of print advertisements

placed in ag publications.

194
Number of gin visits made by

Cotton Board RCMs. 

121
Number of farm visits made by

Cotton Board RCMs. 

45
Number of presentations given by

RCMs & Communication Staff.

130
Number of industry meetings

attended. 

25
Number of editorials featured in

ag publications

11
Number of blog posts published on

cottonboard.org. 

206,379
Number of Cotton Board Twitter

Impressions. 

1,204
Number of new Cotton Board

Instagram followers. 

2021 STAKEHOLDER OUTREACH
BY THE NUMBERS
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New Consumer Ad Campaign
In mid-April, Cotton Incorporated launched a new
consumer-facing advertising campaign - Your Cotton, Your
Way. Each of the new stories in the campaign is brought to
life with a personalized The Fabric of Our Lives® jingle
that’s as fun and fresh as the clothes featured in the
advertisements, sung by music icon Carnie Wilson.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

Website Refresh for Cotton Cultivated
Cotton Incorporated’s producer-focused Web site, Cotton
Cultivated, was refreshed in 2021. A new look and new
features make the site an even better resource for
America’s cotton producers. The refresh of the site now
allows users to filter search results by region, season, and
production topics, and can curate a custom feed based on
their specific needs and interests.

Domestic Textile Sourcing Directory
Many U.S. cotton producers have started creating products
directly from the cotton they grow on their farms. Those
producers often reach out to The Cotton Board or Cotton
Incorporated seeking help finding domestic textile mills and
resources. In 2021,  Cotton Incorporated compiled an easy-
to-use searchable online database to help identify domestic
textile companies who process cotton.

Cotton Goes to New York Fashion Week
Cotton Incorporated teamed up with trend-setting online
retailer REVOLVE for the 2021 New York Fashion Week. The
REVOLVE Cotton Shop featured cotton-rich clothing
available for purchase, and the space integrated
educational and beautiful moments highlighting cotton
sustainability and the life cycle of cotton. Many fashion
influencers stopped by to shop and take photos.
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Increased retail cotton fiber demand by over 14%, which

is equivalent to 2.74 million bales per year.

Caused U.S. farm prices of cotton to be about 13% higher

on average.

Generated $11.2 billion in farm-level returns. 

Returned $6.4 dollars to cotton producers for every dollar

they invested in the Program.

Returned $17.4 dollars to Importers for every dollar they

invested in the Program.

Enhanced cotton yields and reduced U.S. production costs

by an average of $7.60 per planted acre.

In 2021, The Cotton Board facilitated an independent, third-

party evaluation of the effectiveness of the Cotton Research

& Promotion Program (the Program). The evaluation

reflected well on the Program’s effectiveness both over the

long-term (1986-2019) and over the last five years (2015-

2019). In summary, the analysis found strong, positive

returns to cotton producers and importers as a result of the

Program. Some of the most significant findings from the

report are listed below. Over the long-term, the Program – 

In addition, Program expenditures on cottonseed research

and promotion increased nominal cottonseed prices received

by producers by an annual average of $12.23 per short ton

and increased cottonseed disappearance by about 266,000

short tons per year over the period 1993 to 2019.

To conduct the evaluation, The Cotton Board contracted with

Forecasting & Business Analytics, LLC, a firm that has

significant experience in analyzing checkoff programs. After

many months of analytical work, both a draft written report

and an oral summary were delivered to The Cotton Board.

The Cotton Board sent the report to be peer-reviewed, and it

has since been approved by USDA. To view the full report,

please visit the Cotton Board’s Web site,

www.cottonboard.org, and look under the “Stakeholder

Transparency” tab.

Independent Study Shows Strong,
Positive Impacts for Cotton Research
and Promotion Program Stakeholders

https://www.cottonboard.org/sites/454/uploaded/files/Cotton_Board_5Yr_Economic_Evaluation_2021_Capps__FINAL_6182021.pdf
http://www.cottonboard.org/
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AKIKO INUI - TREASURER
JEFF POSEY - IMMEDIATE PAST CHAIR

JOE DON LONG - CHAIR, GOV. & ADMIN.
RANDY BRADEN - CHAIR, FINANCE
DEBRA BARRETT - CHAIR, PROGRAM INFO.
PACE HINDSLEY - AT LARGE MEMBER
EMILY GIGOT - AT LARGE MEMBER


